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A queueing system with two di�erent service speeds

Abstract

In this paper we consider an M�M�� queueing system in which the server can serve at two
di�erent speeds� The speed of the server is regulated by the content of a credit bu�er� The
performance measures of interest are the sojourn time distribution of customers and the
joint distribution of the content of the waiting room and the content of the credit bu�er�
This system is a simple model for a tra�c regulation scheme �two�level tra�c shaper� at
the edge of an ATM network� Numerical results are presented which demonstrate the e�ect
of the regulation scheme�

� Introduction

Modern ATM telecommunication networks have the capability of carrying all kinds of
tra�c such as data	 voice and video� Because of the high quality of service demanded by
the users of these networks on one hand	 and the bursty nature of the tra�c o�ered by the
users on the other hand	 tra�c regulation at the edges of these networks has become an
important issue�

Perhaps the most well�known tra�c regulation scheme is the credit manager or leaky
bucket	 �see e�g� 
��	 
� or 
����� The basic operation of this scheme is simple� Input cells
�rst enter a bu�er before entering the network� In order for a cell at the head of the line
of this bu�er to enter the network	 it must obtain a token from a token pool� Tokens are
generated into this token pool at �xed rate corresponding to the speci�ed average arrival
rate of the source �guaranteed rate�� The number of tokens in the token pool can not exceed
a prede�ned maximum� The credit manager guarantees that the long term average rate at
which cells enter the network does not exceed the guaranteed rate� However	 for a short
period the scheme permits a much higher rate �in fact equal to the cell arrival rate��

Recently	 a variant of the credit manager is introduced	 which is a two�level tra�c
shaper� The di�erence between this two�level tra�c shaper and the original credit manager
is that during periods the token pool is non�empty	 the rate at which cells enter the network
will not exceed a second speci�ed rate �peak rate�� Once again	 this scheme permits for a
short period of time a higher rate than the guaranteed rate	 however this rate will never
exceed the peak rate�

In a number of papers a performance analysis of the credit manager has been given �see

��	 
� and 
����� However	 an exact analysis of the two�level tra�c shaper becomes much
harder� This is due to the fact that for the credit manager at any moment in time either
the data bu�er or the token pool is empty� Hence	 the process describing both the content
of the data bu�er and the content of the token pool becomes essentially one�dimensional�
This no longer holds in the case of a two�level tra�c shaper�
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In order to get insight into the e�ect of tra�c regulation schemes such as the two�level
tra�c shaper	 we will study in this paper a simple M�M�� queueing system in which the
server can serve at two di�erent speeds� The speed of the server is regulated by the content
of a credit bu�er �which corresponds to the token pool mentioned before�� This system
may be used to model a tra�c shaper with an on�o� arrival stream with exponentially
distributed on� and o��times for which the on�times are short and the arrival rate during
the on�times is high� In particular	 we are interested in the trade�o� between extra delay
introduced by the tra�c shaper on one hand and the reduction of the burstiness of the
tra�c stream regulated by the tra�c shaper on the other hand�

After the model description in section �	 we �rst analyze the case of an in�nite credit
bu�er� This limiting case is of interest	 because then the extra delay but also the reduction
of the burstiness of the output realized by the tra�c shaper is minimal� In sections � and �
it will be shown that this model can be elegantly analyzed by using a �uid �ow approach�
However	 it appears that this approach does not lead to tractable results in case of a �nite
bu�er� Therefore	 in section � we �rst present an alternative analysis of the in�nite credit
bu�er model� In the next section it is shown that this approach can also be used to analyze
the �nite credit bu�er model� Finally	 section  is devoted to numerical results�

� The model

We consider a single�server queueing system at which customers arrive according to a
Poisson process with rate �� Customers who arrive while the server is busy wait for their
turn in a waiting room� During idle periods of the service system credit	 envisaged as a
�uid commodity	 accumulates in a bu�er at a constant rate �� the credit bu�er depletes at
a constant rate r � � when customers are being served and the bu�er is nonempty�

The amounts of service which customers require �from a server working at full capacity�
are independent and exponentially distributed random variables with mean ����	 which
results in a departure rate of �� as long as there are customers in the system and the credit
bu�er is nonempty� When the credit bu�er is empty	 however	 the departure rate drops to
�� � ���

We shall letXt denote the number of customers in the system and Ct the content of the
credit bu�er at time t� The state space of fXt� t � �g will be denoted by N � Obviously	
the two�dimensional process f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g constitutes a Markov process which	 under
a suitable stability condition	 possesses a unique stationary distribution� Our aim is to
obtain this distribution under various assumptions regarding the sizes of the waiting room
and the credit bu�er�
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� M�M���N with in�nite credit bu�er

��� Preliminaries

Assume that the waiting room has N � � waiting positions	 so that N � f�� �� � � � � Ng�
With BN denoting the length of a busy period of an M�M���N �system with arrival rate
� and service rate ��	 we have

E 
BN � �
�

�

�
� �

��
�

�
�

��

��

� � � � �
�
�

��

�N�A � �����

cf� Cooper 
�	 p� ����� Clearly	 to have stability of the content of the credit bu�er it is
necessary and su�cient for the average amount of credit accumulated in an idle period to
be smaller than the average amount of credit spent in a busy period �given enough credit��
That is	 we must have

rE 
BN � �
�

�
� �����

So	 for stability of the process f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g it is necessary and su�cient that

��N 	
�

��
� �����

where ��N � ��N �r� denotes the unique positive solution of the equation

x� x� � � � �� xN �
�

r
�

Another way to obtain this stability condition is by arguing that the average net rate �or
mean drift� of credit into the bu�er	 given enough credit in the bu�er	 should be negative
for the bu�er content to be stable� In what follows we shall assume that condition ����� is
satis�ed�

Letting

Fi�t� u� � Pr
Xt � i� Ct � u�� t � �� u � �� i � N � �����

it is not di�cult to show that the Kolmogorov forward equations for the process f�Xt� Ct��
t � �g are given by


F��t� u�


t
�

F��t� u�


u
� ��F��t� u� � ��F��t� u�� ��� � ���F��t� ��


Fi�t� u�


t
� r


Fi�t� u�


u
� �Fi���t� u�� ��� ���Fi�t� u� �����

� ��Fi���t� u� � ��� � ����Fi�t� ��� Fi���t� ���� i � Nnf�� Ng

FN�t� u�


t
� r


FN�t� u�


u
� �FN���t� u�� ��FN �t� u� � ��� � ���FN�t� �� �
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But	 assuming that the process is in equilibrium	 we may set Fi�t� u� � Fi�u� and
�
�
t�Fi�t� u� � � for all i � N in ����� and	 hence	 obtain the system

F �
��u� � ��F��u� � ��F��u�� ��� � ���F����

�rF �
i �u� � �Fi���u�� ��� ���Fi�u� � ��Fi���u�

� ��� � ����Fi���� Fi������� i � Nnf�� Ng
�rF �

N�u� � �FN���u�� ��FN �u� � ��� � ���FN��� �

�����

Since the bu�er content is increasing whenever the server is idle	 the solution to �����
must satisfy the boundary condition

F���� � � � ����

Also	 letting

pi � lim
u��

Fi�u� � i � N � �����

we must obviously haveX
i�N

pi � � � �����

Finally	 the solution to ����� should satisfy the balance equations

�pi � �� �pi�� � Fi������ � ��Fi����� � i � NnfNg� ������

We note that by letting u � � in �����	 these balance equations are readily seen to be
equivalent to

lim
u��

F �
i �u� � � � i � N � ������

��� The stationary distribution

By di�erentiation of ����� we obtain a system of di�erential equations for the derivatives

fi�u� � F �
i �u� � i � N � ������

which is conveniently written down in matrix notation as

f ��u� � R��
N QT

N f�u� � ������

Here

f�u� � �f��u�� f��u�� � � � � fN �u��
T
�

and RN and QN are the �N � ��	 �N � �� matrices

RN � diag���

Nz �� ��r��r� � � � ��r� � ������
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and

QN �

�
BBBBB�

�� � � � � �
�� ���� ��� � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � �� ���� ��� �

� � � � �� ���

�
CCCCCA � ������

The next lemma gives us crucial information about the eigenvalues of R��
N QT

N �

Lemma ��� The eigenvalues �
�N�
i � i � N � of R��

N QT
N are all real and simple� ordering

them in increasing magnitude one has �
�N�
� 	 �� �

�N�
� � �� and �

�N�
i � � for i � ��

Proof� The lemma is �essentially� a special case of 
�	 Theorem ��	 which	 in turn and for
the most part	 is a special case of 
�	 Theorem ��� The latter result	 however	 does not
give the simplicity of the eigenvalues	 which is a consequence of the tridiagonal structure
of R��

N QT
N �

Since the eigenvalues of R��
N QT

N are all distinct the general solution of ������ is of the
form

f�u� �
NX
i��

ci expf��N�
i ugy�i��

where y�i� is the suitably normalized eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue �
�N�
i and

ci is a constant	 i � N � However	 the boundary conditions ������ and the above lemma are
readily seen to imply that all constants ci with the exception of c� must be equal to zero�
As a consequence we must have

f�u� � c� expf��N�
� ugy���

for some constant c�� Upon integrating this result and writing y for �c�y������N�
� 	 it now

follows immediately that

F�u� � p � expf��N�
� ugy� ������

where p � �p�� p�� � � � � pN �T and pi� i � N 	 as de�ned in ������
Since y is	 apart from normalization	 the unique eigenvector of R��

N QT
N corresponding

to the single negative eigenvalue ��N�
� 	 its components yi� i � N 	 satisfy the relations

��y� � �� � �
�N�
� �y�

��yi�� � �� � �� � r�
�N�
� �yi � �yi�� � i � Nnf�� Ng� �����

Moreover	 the boundary conditions ���� and ������ entail that the components of p should
satisfy the recurrence relations

p� � y�
��pi�� � �pi � ��� � ���yi�� � i � NnfNg� ������
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besides the normalization condition ������ Thus in total we have �N � � equations for the
�N � � quantities yi and pi� i � N �

Summarizing	 we have found the following�

Theorem ��� The stationary distribution Fi�u� � Pr
Xt � i� Ct � u�� i � N � u � �� of
the process f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g is given by

Fi�u� � pi � yi expf��N�
� ug � ������

where ��N�
� is the smallest eigenvalue of R��

N QT
N and the quantities pi and yi� i � N � are

determined by �	�
� and the recurrence relations �	��� and �	�����

Once ��N�
� is known it is now a simple exercise to determine the stationary distribution of

the process f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g�

��� The negative eigenvalue �
�N�
�

We de�ne the sequence of polynomials fPng�n�� by the recurrence relation

P��x� � �� P��x� � x� �� ��
r

�

Pn�x� �

�
x� �� ��

r

�
Pn���x�� ���

r�
Pn���x� � n � �� �� � � � � ������

and establish the following lemma	 where IN denotes the �N���	 �N��� identity matrix�

Lemma ��� The characteristic polynomial det
h
xIN �R��

N QT
N

i
of the matrix R��

N QT
N can

be represented as xPN �x��

Proof� It is easy to see that the statement of the lemma is true if N � �	 so in the
remainder of the proof we will assume N � �� We de�ne the sequence of polynomials
f�n�x�g�n�� by the relations

���x� � �� ���x� � x� �� ���x� �

�
x� � � ��

r

�
���x� �

���
r
�

�n�x� �

�
x� �� ��

r

�
�n���x�� ���

r�
�n���x�� n � �� �� � � � �

For � 	 n 	 N the polynomial �n�x� can be interpreted as the characteristic polynomial

of the n	 n north�west truncation of R��
N QT

N � Upon expanding det
h
xI�R��

N QT
N

i
by its

last row we now obtain

det
h
xI�R��

N QT
N

i
�

	
x� ��

r



�N �x�� ���

r�
�N���x�

� �N���x� �
�

r
�N�x� �

�



It can easily be established by induction	 however	 that

�n���x� �
�

r
�n�x� � xPn�x� � n � �� �� � � � �

which proves the lemma�

In view of Lemma ��� it follows in particular that the smallest eigenvalue �
�N�
� of R��

N QT
N

equals the smallest zero of PN �x��
To obtain more information on the polynomials Pn�x�� n � �	 we write

Rn�x� �

�
rp
���

�n
Pn

�
�� �� � �x

p
���

r

�
� ������

and see that

R��x� � �� R��x� � �x� �� � r�

s
�

��
�

Rn�x� � �xRn���x��Rn���x�� n � �� �� � � � �

so that fRn�x�g constitutes a sequence of perturbed Chebysev polynomials	 see	 e�g�	 
�� or

���� Since

�

��
� ��N�r� � lim

n��
��n�r� �

�

� � r
�

we have ��� � r�
q
���� 	 ��	 and from 
�	 p� ���� we subsequently conclude that the

sequence �n	 n � �� �� � � � � where �n is the smallest zero of Rn�x�	 constitutes a strictly
decreasing sequence which converges as n�� to

��

�

�
�� � r�

s
�

��
�

�

� � r

r
��
�

�
�

Translating this result in terms of Pn�x� and combining it with the Lemmas ��� and ���
we get the following result�

Theorem ��� The smallest eigenvalue �
�N�
� of the matrix R��

N QT
N is the unique negative

zero of the polynomial PN �x�� N � �� �� � � � � and f��N�
� g�N�� constitutes a strictly decreasing

sequence with limit

�
���
� � lim

N��
�
�N�
� � ��� ��

� � r
� ������

This theorem enables us to use a very stable and e�cient bisection algorithm to compute
the smallest eigenvalue of R��

N QT
N �





� M�M���� with in�nite credit bu�er

In this section we address the same problem as in the previous section	 the only di�erence
being that now N ��	 that is	 the size of the waiting room is in�nitely large� We maintain
the notation and terminology of the previous section	 with the exception that throughout
this section N � f�� �� � � �g�

��� Preliminaries

Evidently	 stability of the service system �apart from the credit bu�er� now requires that
� 	 ��� Since the mean length of a busy period in an M�M���� system with arrival rate
� and service rate �� is given by ��� � ���� we must impose

r

�� � �
�

�

�

to have stability of the content of the credit bu�er� Assuming stability of the total system
and	 as before	 �� � ��	 we thus have

�

� � r
	

�

��
� �

��
	 � � �����

De�ning Fi�t� u� and Fi�u� as in the previous section	 our task is now to solve the
system

F �
��u� � ��F��u� � ��F��u�� ��� � ���F����

�rF �
i �u� � �Fi���u�� �� � ���Fi�u� � ��Fi���u� �����

� ��� � ����Fi���� Fi������� i � Nnf�g �
with boundary conditions ����	 ����� and ������� Our approach is to let N � � in
the solution for �nite N in Theorem ���	 and subsequently check whether the resulting
expressions satisfy the required conditions�

��� The stationary distribution

In view of Theorems ��� and ��� we obtain

Fi�u� � pi � yi exp

�
	
� � ��

� � r



u
�
� i � N � �����

if we let N ��� Also	 the recurrence relation ����� reduces to

y� � �� � r���y�

��yi�� �
	
�� � r�� �

��
� � r



yi � �yi�� � i � N �

�����

from which we immediately obtain

yi � �� � r��iy�� i � N � �����

�



With this result the relation ������ becomes

p� � y�
��pi�� � �pi � ��� � ����� � r��i��y� � i � N �

�����

Writing

P �x� �
�X
i��

pix
i�

we subsequently get

��x� ���P �x� �
��x� �� � r���

� � r � x
y� � ����

that is	

P �x� � y�

��
� �� � ��
��� � r�� ��

�

� � x

��r

�
��� � r� � ��
��� � r� � ��

�

�� �

��
x

��
� � �����

It follows that

pi � y�

��
� �� � ��
��� � r�� ��

	
�

� � r


i
�
��� � r�� ��
��� � r�� ��

�
�

��

�i��
� � i � N � �����

It remains to determine y�	 but ����� tells us that P ��� � �	 so that ���� yields

y� �
r��� � ��

���� � r�� ��
� ������

Substitution of �����	 ����� and ������ in ����� �nally gives us the expression given below
in ������ which is readily checked to satisfy the required conditions�

Theorem ��� The stationary distribution Fi�u� � Pr
Xt � i� Ct � u�� i � N � u � �� of
the process f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g is given by

Fi�u� �
r��� � ��

���� � r�� ��

��
���� � r� � ��
��� � r� � ��

�
�

��

�i

�
	

�

� � r


i � �� � ��
��� � r� � ��

� exp

�
	
�� ��

� � r



u
���

� ������

From the result of Theorem ��� we can straightforwardly calculate the stationary distribu�
tion of the queue length and the content of the credit bu�er�

�



Remark ��� When �� � �� � � the expression given in ������ reduces to

Fi�u� �

�
�� �

�

�����
�

�i
�
	

�

� � r


i
exp


�
	
� � �

� � r



u
��� � ������

This result is surprisingly simple when compared to the solution of the model studied by
Virtamo and Norros 
���	 see also 
��	 which may be considered as dual to the model at
hand when �� � ��� Indeed	 Virtamo and Norros 
��� analyse a �uid bu�er which �lls at a
constant rate when there are customers in a background M�M���� system	 but empties
at a constant rate when the bu�er is nonempty and there are no customers in the system�

The essential di�erence between the two models becomes manifest when one consid�
ers the presence of customers in an M�M���N rather than in an M�M���� system as
determining factor� Indeed	 the matrix RN of ������ and Lemma ��� changes sign in the
Virtamo�Norros context and	 as a consequence	 the number of negative eigenvalues	 that
is	 the number of eigenvalues appearing in the stationary distribution changes from � into
N � ��

��� Sojourn time distribution

Letting S denote the equilibrium sojourn time of an arbitrary customer	 we obtain the
distribution of this random variable by conditioning on the state of the Markov chain
f�Xt� Ct�� t � �g on arrival of the customer� Indeed	 consider a customer arriving at time
�	 say	 and let S�i denote the amount of work in the system immediately after arrival of
the customer �i�e� the time needed to serve the present customers at rate ���	 given that
X� � i� Then	 conditioning on the values of X� and C� and invoking PASTA	 we have

Pr
S � s� �
�X
i��

�
Pr

�
S�i �

��
��
s

�
Pr
C� � ��X� � i�

�
Z rs

u��
Pr

�
S �i �

u

r
�
��
��
�s� u

r
�

�
dFi�u�

�
Z �

u�rs
Pr
S�i � s�dFi�u�

�
�

which	 noting that S�i has an Erlang distribution with parameters i and �� and using
Theorem ���	 gives after tedious but straightforward calculations the statement of the
following theorem�

Theorem ��� The distribution of the equilibrium sojourn time S is given by

Pr
S � s� � p expf��rsg� ��� p� expf���� � ��sg� s � �� ������

where

p �
�� � r���� � ����� � ���

���� � r�� �������� � r�� ���
�

Of course	 we can derive the distribution of the equilibrium waiting time in a similar way�

��



� M�M���� with in�nite credit bu�er revisited

The model in which the credit bu�er has �nite capacity	 is important in the context of the
tra�c shapers� In principle	 the analysis of the M�M���N system with �nite credit bu�er
can be done as in section �	 the main di�erence being that now all eigenvalues play a role
in the solution� As a consequence	 the solution for theM�M���� system with �nite credit
bu�er cannot be obtained by simply letting N tend to in�nity as in section �� Therefore	
we will now present an alternative analysis for the system with in�nite credit bu�er� In
the next section	 it is shown that this approach can be extended to systems which very
accurately approximate the M�M���� system with �nite credit bu�er�

The idea behind the analysis is to consider the credit as consisting of exponentially
distributed portions� During each idle period a portion of credit is added� The size of this
portion is equal to the length of the idle period and hence exponentially distributed with
parameter �� During busy periods portions of credit are consumed with rate �r�

If we look at the system during busy periods	 then the process describing the number of
customers and the number of portions of credit in the system is a two�dimensional Markov
process� Let us denote by �n�m� the state with n customers and m portions of credit�
Then the �ow diagram describing the Markov process is given in Figure ��
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Figure �� Flow diagram of the Markov process

Furthermore	 denoting the stationary probability that the Markov process is in state
�n�m� by p�n�m�	 the balance equations are�

��� ���p��� �� � �rp��� �� � ��p��� ��� �����

��� ���p�n� �� � �rp�n� �� � ��p�n � �� �� � �p�n � �� ��� �����

n � �� �� � � �

��r � ��� � ���p��� �� � ��p��� �� � ��p��� �� � �rp��� ��� �����

��r � ��� � ���p���m� � ��p���m � �� � ��p���m� � �rp���m � ��� �����

m � �� �� � � �

��



��r � ��� � ���p�n�m� � �p�n � ��m� � ��p�n � ��m� � �rp�n�m � ��� �����

n � �� �� � � � �m � �� �� � � �

To solve the system ����������� we will use that for m � � the probabilities p�n�m� are
of the form

p�n�m� � cn�m� �����

The reason for this form is that if we look	 for some arbitrary k � �	 at the Markov process
restricted to the states �n�m� with m � k	 then these restricted processes are the same
for all k �see Figure ��� Substituting ����� into ����������� and dividing by common factors
gives

��r � ��� � ���� � �� � ��� � �r��� ����

��r � ��� � ��� � � � ��
� � �r�� �����

Multiplying ���� by  and ����� by � and then subtracting both equations yields that
 � �������� Substituting this equality in ���� leads to a quadratic equation for �	 with
roots � and ���
�r � ����� Clearly	 the �rst root is not useful and hence we �nd

p�n�m� � c � � �

r � �
�n � � ��

�r � ���
�m� m � �� �� � � � � n � �� �� � � � � �����

To determine the probabilities p�n� ��	 note that equation ����� is a di�erence equation
in p�n� �� with the p�n� �� given by ����� as inhomogeneous terms� The solution of �����
together with boundary condition ����� is given by

p�n� �� � c � ��
�r � ��� � ��

�
�
�

��
�n � �

�

r � �
�n
�

n � �� �� � � � ������

Finally	 the constant c follows from the normalization condition�
We next look at the process at an arbitrary point in time �state ���m� now corresponds

to an empty system with m portions of credit	 including the one in development� and
de�ne q�n�m� as the fraction of time that the system is in state �n�m�� Remark that
the two�dimensional process introduced before is no longer a Markov process	 because the
sojourn time of the process in state ���m� is equal to the amount of credit that has been
added during that period�

However	 it is easy to show that q�n�m��p�n�m� is constant for all n � �� �� � � �	 and
m � �� �� � � �� Furthermore

q��� ���q��� �� � �����

q���m��q���m� �� � ����� m � �� �� � � � �

Hence	 we can conclude that

q�n� �� � d � ��
�r � ���� ��

�
�
�

��
�n � �

�

r � �
�n
�

n � �� �� � � � ������

q�n�m� � d � � �

r � �
�n � � ��

�r � ���
�m� m � �� �� � � � � n � �� �� � � � � ������

��



where for the normalization constant d we have

d �
r

��

��r � ��� � ������ � ��

��r � ���� � ���
� ������

From equations ������������� we can easily recover the result of Theorem ���� In fact	
we have

Fi�u� � q�i� �� �
�X

m��

q�i�m� Pr
Em��� � u�� ������

where Em��� denotes an Erlang�distributed random variable consisting of m exponentially
distributed phases with parameter ��

� M�M���� with �nite credit bu�er

Now we will extend the approach of the previous section to systems with which we can
approximate arbitrarily close theM�M���� systemwith �nite credit bu�er� The approach
is based on the following idea� Like in the previous section	 we assume that credit consists
of exponentially distributed portions� However	 instead of adding one �big� portion of
credit during an idle period	 we add a geometrically distributed number of �small� portions
of credit� Here	 we use the fact that the sum of a geometrically distributed number of
exponentially distributed random variables is again exponentially distributed� In addition	
we assume that the maximum number of portions of credit in the bu�er is bounded	 say at
most M � Then it will be clear that by letting the size of the portions of credit tend to zero
and simultaneously letting the maximum number of portions of credit tend to in�nity �in
such a way thatM times the mean size of a portion remains constant�	 we can approximate
arbitrarily close the system with �nite credit bu�er�

Below we will �rst show how the M�M���� system with �nite maximum number of
portions of credit can be solved exactly� Evidently	 the stability condition for this system
is ���� 	 �� Then	 at the end of this section	 we describe in a little more detail the limiting
procedure to approximate the system with �nite credit bu�er�

Assume that credit consists of portions which are exponentially distributed with pa�
rameter � �� � �� and that the number of portions of credit added to the bu�er in an idle
period is geometrically distributed with parameter ��� ����	 i�e�

qm �� Pr
m portions of credit added� � �� � ����m������ m � �� �� � � � �

Then	 it is easily checked that the total amount of credit that is added to the bu�er in an
idle period is exponentially distributed with parameter �� Like in the previous section we
look at the system during busy periods� The state description is a pair �n�m� with n the
number of customers and m the number of portions of credit� Again	 we are dealing with
a Markov process for which the balance equations are�

��� �r � ���p�n�M� � �p�n � ��M� � ��p�n � ��M�� n � �� �����

��



��� �r � ���p�n�m� � �p�n � ��m� � ��p�n� ��m� � �rp�n�m � ���

� 	 m 	 M� n � �� �����

��� ���p�n� �� � �p�n � �� �� � ��p�n � �� �� � �rp�n� ��� n � �� �����

��� �r�p���M� � ��p���M� � ��p��� ��
�X

m�M

qm

�
M��X
k��

��p��� k�
�X

m�M

qm�k� �����

�� � �r � ���p���m� � ��p���m� � �rp���m � �� � ��p��� ��qm

�
m��X
k��

��p��� k�qm�k� � 	 m 	 M� �����

�� � ���p��� �� � ��p��� �� � �rp��� ��� �����

These equations can be solved as follows� Equation ����� is a di�erence equation in n only�
Its solution is given by p�n�M� � A���x

n	 where A��� is �for the time being� free and x is
a root of

��� �r � ���x � � � ��x
�� ����

One of the two roots of ���� is larger than �	 and thus not useful� The other one equals

x �
� � �r � �� �

q
��� �r � ���� � ����

���
�

This root is positive and less than �� Substituting p�n�M� � A���x
n into equation �����

for m � M � �	 we obtain an inhomogeneous recurrence relation for the probabilities
p�n�M ���	 with the p�n�M� as the inhomogeneous terms� The solution of this recurrence
relation is of the form

p�n�M � �� � A�x
n �A�nx

n�

The �rst term is the solution of the homogeneous equation	 the second term a particular
solution of the inhomogenous equation� It is convenient to rewrite the expression for
p�n�M � �� in the form

p�n�M � �� �
�X

j��

A��j

�
� � n

j

�
xn� �����

Next	 we substitute ����� into ����� for m � M � � and solve the probabilities p�n�M � ���
Repeating this procedure	 we can work our way down from M � � to �� This leads to the
solution

p�n�M � k� �
kX

j��

Ak�j

�
k � n

j

�
xn� k � �� � � � �M � �� n � �� �� � � � � �����

��



where for k � �� � � � �M � � the constants Akj satisfy

Ak�k �
�rAk���k��

� � �r � �� � ���x
�

Ak�j �
��xAk�j�� � �rAk���j��

� � �r � �� � ���x
� j � �� � � � � k � ��

The constants A���� A���� � � � � AM���� are free� Equation ����� is a di�erence equation in
p�n� �� with the probabilities p�n� �� given by ����� as inhomogeneous terms� Its solution
is given by

p�n� �� � B

�
�

��

�n
�

M��X
j��

AM�j

�
M � n

j

�
xn� ������

The �rst term with B free is the solution of the homogeneous equation� The other terms
are a particular solution of the inhomogeneous equation� The constants AM�j satisfy

AM�M�� �
��rAM���M��x

��x� � �� � ���x� �
�

and

AM�j �
f��� ���x� ���x

�gAM�j�� � ��x
�AM�j�� � �rxAM���j

��x� � ��� ���x� �
�

for j � �� � � � �M � �	 where AM�M � � by de�nition� We can conclude that the solution of
the equations ����������� is given by ����� and ������ in which the constants A���� � � � � AM����

and B are free� These constants can �nally be determined from the equations ������
����� and the normalization condition� Once the probabilities p�n�m� are known	 we can
calculate the fraction of time that the unconditioned process �i�e� the process during busy
and idle periods� is in the di�erent states� Using these fractions of time	 performance
characteristics such as	 e�g�	 the mean number of customers in the system and the mean
sojourn time can be obtained by application of PASTA and Little�s law�

Remark ��� The matrix�geometric approach developed by Neuts 
�� is also very well
suited to analyze the system with �nitely many portions of credit� In particular	 the
corresponding rate matrix R can be solved exactly �by a simple recursion��

To conclude this section	 we indicate how the systems with �nitely many portions of
credit can be used to approximate �arbitrarily close� the system with �nite amount of
credit K� This can be done by dividing the credit K into M portions of mean size ��� �so
� � M�K�� Recall from the beginning of this section that � must be greater or equal to ��
Hence	 M must be chosen su�ciently large �i�e� M � �K�� The system with at most M
portions of credit of mean size ��� provides an approximation for the system with credit
K	 and it will be clear that as M tends to in�nity �and ��� � K�M tends to zero� the
performances of these two systems converge to each other�

��



	 Numerical results

Our numerical results consist of three parts� First	 we compare the mean sojourn times
in the model with �nite amount of credit and the model with �nitely many portions of
credit� Next	 we investigate the mean sojourn time as a function of the maximum amount
of credit� Finally	 we show the trade�o� between extra delay on one hand and reduction of
burstiness of the output on the other hand	 when the maximum amount of credit decreases�

In Table �	 the mean sojourn time E
SK� in the model with �nite amount of credit K
is compared with the mean sojourn time in the model with �nitely many portions of credit
for several values of the parameters� We denote the mean sojourn time in case credit is
split up into at most M exponential phases with mean K�M by E
SK�M ��

� �� �� r K E�SK�M � E�SK �
M � � � � � ��

� � �	� � � �	

� �	

� �	


 �	


 �	


 �	

� ��
��� �����
� �	��� �	��� �	��
 �	��� �	��� ������ �����
� �	��� �	��
 �	��
 ������ �����

� �	� �	� � � 	��� 	��� 	� 	��� 	��
 ����� �����
� 	��� 	�� 	��
 	��� ����� �����
� 	��� 	��� 	��� ����� �����

Table �� Convergence of E
SK�M � to its limit E
SK��

The quantity E
SK� is obtained by simulation with a ��� con�dence interval� In the
�rst three cases listed in Table � the con�dence interval has been obtained from �� runs of
��� arrivals� In the last three cases �� runs of ��	 arrivals were used� The computational
e�ort to obtain the quantities E
SK�M � is negligible compared to the e�ort to obtain E
SK��
We see that already for small values of M 	 E
SK�M � is a good approximation for E
SK��
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Figure �� Behaviour of E
SK� as a function of K
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In Figure �	 the mean sojourn time as a function of the maximum amount of credit
in the bu�er is given for several values of the parameters� For K � �	 the mean sojourn
time is equal to ����� � ��� For � 	 K 	�	 the mean sojourn time has been calculated
using the results of section �� For K � �	 the mean sojourn time is equal to ����� � ��
if ��� � r� � �� and follows from Theorem ��� if ��� � r� � ��� In Figure ��a� and ��b�
this is equal to � and ����	 respectively� We note that already a large part of the possible
reduction of the mean sojourn time is achieved for small values of K�

Finally	 in Figure � we show the relation between the mean delay and the burstiness of
the output stream	 when the maximum amount of credit varies from � to ��
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Figure �� Trade�o� between delay and burstiness

We measure the burstiness of the output stream by calculating the variance ��K of the
output rate of the M�M�� system	 i�e�

��K � p���� ��� � p���� � ��� � p���� � ����

where p�� p� and p� denote the fraction of time the output rate is equal to �	 �� and ��
respectively� For K � �	 these fractions can be calculated from ������ if ��� � r� � ��	
namely

p� � F���� �
r��� � ��

���� � r� � ��
�

p� �
�X
i��

Fi��� �
��� � r�� ��
���� � r� � ��

�

p� � � � p� � p��

If K �� and ��� � r� 	 �� then clearly p� � � � ����	 p� � ���� and p� � �� If K � �	
then similarly p� � � � ����	 p� � � and p� � ����� For � 	 K 	 �	 the fractions are

�



calculated numerically using the results of section �� Figure � can be used to make the
trade�o� between the bene�ts of reduction of burstiness and the drawback of extra delay�
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